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I n 1973,, Philip,Zimbardo..and three colleagues re-'
r
45-orted in the New York ITimes ..Maga4ne, on anr:
experiment they conducted at Stanford University. •
Their article, entitled "The Mind is a Formidable Jaibr: Pirandelliari Prison,'I described how student
volunteers, arbitrarily divided into two groups (mock
prisoners and mock guards) were placed in a simulated prison enVironment, in Order to study the ,
effects Of such a social situation on the Way-peoplethink; feel and act. The experiment which was
intended to spanseveral Weeks, could only be,sus-tained, however,for under six days: the mock guards
had; in thrslime,,progressed from being initially just domineering to acting in brutal, senseless and sadistic- ways.. The MOCK prisoners had reacted to their
display of power, not with objections or revolt, but
by becoming sheepishly compliant with all the rules..
In response to these results, Zitnbardo has been
focusing his. energies- over the' past few years - on people he considers to possess these two. described2.-;
mentalities in one .head (prisoner and guard)—shy
,people
Shyness [Reading. Mass.:AddisonWesley, 1977]).
:
•
"They are inhibited from acting because of the.
inner commands from the guard-self. , and the
prisoner-Within .decides not to risk the dangerous- ,
.freedorrt , of : a-. spontaneous life and -meeki,)i;
complies:'
At a time when the vehicles of social control in our
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society are becoming less overt but -nonetheless--,,
More pervasive and effective in their aubtletied:Zirn-'
bardo's investigation into shyness is of great social
and political relevance. American society, encourages, he says, personalities that do not resist
oppression and injustice, that are self-controlling ,and self-preoccupied, that are, in essence, shy: Zimbardo has, in his analysis: of shyness-, clearly not
fallen into a typical "blame the victim" approach but:
sees shyness rather as "a consequence of cultural •
norms that over-emphasize competition, individual
success and personal- responsibility for failure." As ,
examples, he reports that the Communist Chinese
and Israeli Kibbutz sodal experiments, seem to have
eliminated shyness in children _altogether:
Shyness it also, according to Psychology Today
critic Sam Keen (in the March, 1978- issue) "a personality construct that is styled and conforms to the
demands of our market economy—one that will not
be relieved by the mere presenee Of shyness clinics."
Keen's statement was made in response to Zimbar-. .
do's efforts to - establish such clinics. -Zimbardo,
however, does not describe these clinics as an endall or even major solution to the problems of shyness. His book strongly indicates that he believes
that social Change will be the greatest contribution
to the elimination of
painful aspectsOf shyness
but that there are skills that individual shy People
can learn and practice so as to undo a lifetime of
,

-;,other.learned-And,less free and expressive behaviors
the personality of anger and outrage is one that does'
Jtand:'•actiOni. Social ..:change
only be
not ,:easily acquire economic reward or social
by PeOpte. able to speak out express anger., addeptance.
and act directly
-'
The double-bind inherent in the.atterript.tO make.
"ShYpess;''. says Zirnbardd; is the fodder of. Fasshyness -a mental illness is Classic:
cism7:„Shyness represents an -abhorrence of freeOtir,'ctilturat.norms, tell us that it is refined to be
dom with , all its uncertainty, and individual
quiet and reserved, the sign Of a good Upbringing, of
responsibility in its place many shy people opt .for.
Upper class behavior and gentif,ity. A lady or gentle-..strubturer,rUleS,Tegulatjons.:TheoorOrativebadX,
man it extremely ielf2Constioug' ii5eakS only in the
bone-of the oreap,ingStatUSiquOb,iS, tolikelto'be. ytkinqest nd ristlaAtfurntailribr,!;and even when .
constituted by , A' ''Siient, majority'of shys not by
itidenida, tieS to'aladys rIgingiftdalin..To be otherchance but
design-of-our agents of social conwise is to be craseand exhibiting lower class, i.e.,
offensive; inappropriate behavior That it is a symptrol :. ,.., parents; Aeachets, : -politicians,.. emploYers.
ndikaUtriorities would Make us more Manageable
tom of one's personality flaw's to get angry.„... to speak
-:
y'endouraging the virtues of passivity reticence
SubMissiveriess, obedience—ina word,; shyness
must all be able to-dein
' a'n.d.Vaolk.:Pir,eip,res'-'4."
SiVeries,.ourrights to be fallible and changing peo,pie tO'not,be Submissive and appropriate conformists in this market 'economji, .Keen describes: That
ability can at least partially be; acquired. through
:practice and skill Sharing:Unfortunately, Zirnbardo's work coincides with a.
growing attempt by qsyChiatry, to perceive ,and,
-define Shyness as a.mental illness-, with tendencies
,rtoward lust such O-blame=the,viOtim-approaohinat
clinics ,might suggest.
..-. the presence of
'It's too bad," Says Dr Michel Girodo: ri ,her recent
mass market book • SHY? ,(Yoti,Don't klaite to Be)
Pocket i8OOks, 1978) that shyness isn't
(New
0. ,: thedjdal,Problem: When you think that more than,
one hundred million People in North America suffer '
from orie form of social anxiety or another'you
ddbld'be'Oretti,,SUre„.',Illat a ,vaccine itittounteradVit
-wciiildlhaciebeeritieVelcipeO 16 ago. BUtsh'yneSSiS'
'nouteable,-CrOtial‘to•obt:ecanOmy:Or'teocoable to
drelooteadily
carridflagecrby,vanitit dari-`,bedesCribect as being
`reSered.,,'-Pr,:`inditlest,,:r:or ?being ,a',4.itircetiv''7 ,t7
r

ThOse in authority vtreUld 'Make us more
manageable,bTsencouraging the;virtues, ,,,
of passivity, reticence, submissiveness,.
and obedience=in a wordeflyndis:''
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Ian 8uftuiirl
.1t7:

2

:uf _against ,injuiftp0;. to explode in outrage is,the
kind of pSyCholOgical;jUstifiCa,ti,on:thai.unclerpinsalf,„
But like Zimtiar-Ooand„-}.(een:1;belleye:,ffiatsfiNineSS,
is tricteed crucial tdOtir eddriornY.and it is bagause,:gt:.
that the vanity carrn6f.lage is encoOffageq.;
,..',Reserved and polite workers.who qurietly,„,cfrop„con,-,71
'StrOCtive.Criticisrri`S into a suggestion box at the factory ,dr affice.(if,:there is one) are far moredesirabl
/to oWnstS and',,Managers.thAn those .whoget:angry,,,;,'
organize and strike: "
•
"•-•
In addition the carnpflage of .painful shyness by,
that vanity Of gentility; politeness And good taste, is
another form of Sodial control that keeps the people
.:.;-rniost likely to- bedome angry and outraged by goonomic and other oppressions from doing so because

good ...64t.cte.,r,.:„.; I:tocgiel,FtlySc19:0't ones
ever rotten il.hiA'y,Peyand,.pfeierojejo.-getangry,,lit-q-y yoU inuSt in some.i.jri.cibtruiVe -vyay,•Lo.;,..nat.peegp•'ff:,
be listened to ,
ShynegIslikelyfOb,e a triajdr,psychattictagice!;:;..,:
disorder.,„howeyer4:ip the np.Wpi.a9AdstiCartri Statistical
.r0.)Sicii 110 proposed to take :effect „;.
1980.
Theshorloprnings of ,Zirnbard&s,boot,c, as well :0
those, of creating, a Mental illnesS out of shyness,i
overlap in relation to the subject of WOrrie,9 andShyness.
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shy is being nice, polite and sweet—everything that °
little girls are proverbially Made of.
When Zimbardo discusses the consequences ofs
having the prisoner/guard mentality in one head, he'
is reacting and' responding to behaviors he has witnessed in Men.
fact, all the student p'articipantsinhis experiment Were men.)
•He emphasizes-the potential for seem ing ly sense- less violence to beperpetuated by people (he'rnearis
men) who have been marginalized because of their "
inappropriate, i.e., non=niasculine shYnesb.'MoSt or
many of the people that are considered freak killers,'
ax murderers, and snipers, were usually, he contendS, shy', introVerted;geritle and. reserved before
the incidents in Which they turned violentllesentment builds, but is.held in Chedki Then'one day a
'
minor provocation' pushes-it Over the threshold.
Impulse tuiris'intO action:— ' '
' But women-are notoiitcaSt for being Shy-. Because •
shyness has been an acceptable- and encouraged
mode of behavior forwornen, shy"Women are riot
, marginalized in thesame Way-. I do believe, however,
that the shy woman's acceptedneis'and'Veneer-of;,- social connectedness 'is lust that—a veneer, and
because., it is not based on her -real, honest expiesL
sion Of herself, doestake its repression toll—though "
in a very different mariner than for men.
The built-tip resentments of .'theshy 'Men described by Zirnbardo are typically unleashed in the
most extreme forms of masculine behaVior imagine- ble: in violence., with guns; axes', etc. The very behayior theY have been outcast for nth poSsessing is used'
as their weapon' of revenge.
;
By a somewhat analogdus logic (though ObviouSjust as hysteria (which will be eliminated from the' ly with the' above-mentioned differences) wbmen DSM Ill) 'is 'a word that literally derives from the
often use the extremes of their o‘ivn -pres-dribed
Greek meaning of the womb and a concept that-, behavior subversively.
made being a woman synonyrriouS with psythopaJean Baker Miller writes extensively in her book,
thology, so, in a similar sense, does shyness in more. ,- Toward a New Psychology of Women (Boston: Beamodern 'language.'
'.,`'
,
• bon Press, 1976) about Women'S Conditioned passivShyness-means_by'a compilation of *Various dic- ' ity in the role of subordinates to men even when
tiOnary 'definitions: self-conScidus; shrinking frOm, ,subversive (or especially so).
self-assertion-, wary in ipeech and action, retiring or
A subordinate group has to concentrate on basic
reserved from ,diffidence. ;Being shy implies worry;
ACcordingly, direct, honest reaction to desng so much what others will think of youlhat SpOntruutive treatment is avoided. Open, self-initiated
taneouS actions and behaviors are
action in its own self interest must also be avoided.
. 'impossible.
Though Zimbarclo
'contends- that shyness is
Such actions can, and still do, literally result in death
„
equally prevalent among men and women, shyness"
for some subordinate groups. In our own society, a
in, women has never (outside Of feminist thinking) f
woman's direct action can result in a combination of
economic hardship, social ostracism, and psychobeen considered ieragulai:abnornial or- 'worrisome.,
logical isolation—and even the diagnosis of a perOn the . contraryShyness
is by definition
.,
, what an
sonality disorder. ...'It is not surprising. then that a
appropriately feminine Woman is supposed tb'be.
subordinate group resorts to disguised and indirect
is far less likely, perhips, that women define them- ways of acting and reacting. While these actions are
-aS
S Ives as shy; because they are living-nOrmally
designed to accomModate and please the dominant'
they were taught • .0 , •
group, they often in fact contain hidden defiance
.
Women are socialized to-be reserved, soft-spoken •and 'put-ons.' Folk tales, black jokes and women stoand above all, self-conscious. Women are encoufries are often based on how the wily peasant or
aged to be So sensitive'to the needs of others that
sharecropper outwitted the rich landowner, boss or
husband. The essence of the story rests on the fact
they must learn much better than men what the feelthat the overlord does not even know that he has.
ings and reactions of 'others to them are: Women
- been madee fool of.
have largely been, by Sex-role definition, very much'
in touch with their effect on others and thus very
much self-conscious about their behavior. Being

6171-e2Firs- anger and sUbyersiens . a re:far-MoreVVlikely than men's to be ex-pressed in indirect ways.
). Criticisms hidden within positive statements, gossip
and secrecy : all contribute to giving the "myth of
-feminine wiles" some yalidity By having to resort to
t indirect action and expression women are - often
deprived of the sense of meaning thatcomes from
experiencing the . direct consequences of direct
action and expression: Stich deprivation alienates
women both from themselves and from each other.
and is often the baiis. for -mistrust among women.
,The repression toll of shyness, then, is more likely to
be .manifested in 'Seemingly "crazy". Or "irrational"
'.:behavior.in-wornen, rather than in violenCe, as with
men....
"To ttie. extent:.that subordinates move toward
freerexpression and action:: says Miller, "they will
expose the inequality and throw into questiOn the
basis for itt exittence. And they will make the inherent conflict an open conflict They will then have to
.
bear the burden and
. take the risks that go with being
defined as 'troublemaker's." 'Since this role flies in
the fact of.their •conditioning, subordinates, 'especially wornen, do not tome to it with ease." ,
Women today are,both encouraged to be shy and
condemned for it. 'We are.caught in a double-bind
situation which contains conflicting . messages
about how to deal with our feelings Women instead
of being 'Freud's pathological :hysterics, are now ‘.
-modern psyphiatry'Sinadequate personalities. If we
are passive we are accused of not "asserting"
enough and if we are too assertive we are inappropriate. Third World and working class women are
especially caught in this bind when they are on the
one hand taught that etiondmic rewards come from
both emulating the gentle, reserved and polite Characteristics.of "upper class behavior" and asserting
one's righth for better paid.work and other equalities. ,
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DUTY: ,TO LOOK
THE WORLD

k

IN THE FACE
WITH THE GOTO•HELL LOOK
IN THE EYES, TO
SPEAK AND ACT

,

IN DEFIANCE
OF CONVENTION
Margaret Sanger
' Lani Silver

The women's movement has been challenging the
passive conditioning of women for many years, and
in many different ways much validation has come
from the .wornen's community for expressions of
direct anger and open attacks against oppression.
But many feminists have also been discovering that
wOmen, are ..perhaps more dependent than we'd
. imagined on each other for quiet, passive, nurturing
support.and, are often threatened by other women ,
who are more openly angry or critical. Phyllis",
Chesler talked about the difficulties she's had as "a
successful woman taking that great leap forward
into freedom and being tripped by others from the
harem on her way out the door." The word "tripped"
is significant in its 'less-than-direct" implications.
However positively motivated by the egalitarian
principles of feminismi and a desire that there be no
hierarchies in the wornen's movement, such indirect
subversive metaphors can only serve.fo increase
mistrust and divisions among women.
By- ignoring the special implications of shyness in
women, 4irnbardo has'equally ignored the positive
aspects of being shy. Quietnesi land gentility
needn't be always , suspect as repressive shyness.
When•they are real expressions, cultivated in all people (male and. female) .and part of an egalitarian
social structure, much of what he considers dangerously shy might. be more value arid positive characteristics in a broad range of human behaviors.
Spring .1979

ryone had in commmon was a belief that something
n the Spring of 1978, I initiated a mutual-help
was wrong within ourselves because we "felt" so
Iroup for shy women at the Somerville WOmen's
self-conscious all the time and not as spontaneous
3enter. We met one night a Week for two hours in a
as We'd like to bp. Many women felt that the idea of a
the
)redothinantly informal fashion. Because
)ature:of the center and because new women heard • group for shy women helped release many inhibitions that normally exist when among other people •
St and •joined the group at various times, it became
iot So much of an ongoing therapy or problem- - who are not presumed to be shy themselves. This
phenomenon illustrates Zimbardo's discussion of
lolving group, but rather a kind of shy women's
the competitive nature of the social values placed on
iropAn, to which some women came regularly and
"appearing self-confident" and -"hiding fears." Pre)thers only once or twice for a one-night discussion.
tending to others that we are perfectly at ease, even
DLit only ongoing procedure was that women who
lid come regularly made wesklyscontractsqvith oneS ,when we're-not,,serves only to make others less conanother to take some specific new risks -during the t fident in themselves and unwilling to take the risks
thatithey-think; We're-not taking. If .people who are
',/e-ek :between groupt..0ther,AnYthat,larblipdfs
cussicins were free floating ones in Which our hysto- - self-conscious and Who take risks anyway were to
Hes, personal lives, work, etc., were talked ahcay,t; do s2 with more honesty about those fears,•,oiher
people-, even less confident would probably be more
Openly.
"
•••\
rribtiviled:;thernaelveS!
t
b
e
The mak.i.edp(pVtie;;grfbup5tse4f-helpepOeitifor
virtually
a
re'
iord
inY belief- that Shyness and women's
All in all, Zimbardo's Shyness is a valuable book,
Synonymous: It was perhaps more typical in the
worthy
of admiration for its political rather than percross-section of women it attracted than many more
sonal
diagnoses
and practical suggestions for
expectedly typical or regular women's groups I've
change.
If
inspires
shy people to come out and talk
been a part of. There were women of different ages
about what he admits we are experts about-L-our
(19 to 55); different lifstyles (housewives, students;
pink collar workers and professionals) and different - • shyness. If his book also inspires criticism as it does
social• 'classes and ethnic backgrounds. Some • (and should), especially among more ''shys" like
myself and the -cither women,in the group, that, too,
women talked a great deal, others were quieter but
is.a
merit tb its worthiness.
no one Was extremely quiet Or speechless. What eve-
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